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A WORD FROM THE MINISTER

© Studio Henri inc.

Over the last two years, we have all experienced a
dramatic range of emotions; from joy and despair to hope.
Now finally, we have the opportunity to come back together
once again. This August, the whole world is meeting back

in Scotland, and what better occasion to celebrate the end of isolation than to
share a common experience in the same room!
For the last 30 years the Cultural department has made a point of being part of
the party, and to put a spotlight on Québec’s culture and artists at the various
festivals. It is a moment when we revel in our similarities and can appreciate how
complementary and unique our different backgrounds are.
It is with great joy and pride that myself and my colleagues take this moment to
congratulate and celebrate everyone performing in Edinburgh this August.
Let’s raise our glass to this wondrous kaleidoscope of cultures and art, and may
the future bring us all together again!

My love affair with Scotland
started like most of the great
love stories, unexpected
and full of twists and turns.
After my science studies,
I rekindled my passion for
music and became a full-time musician. I had the
pleasure of deepening my knowledge of the craft,
and whilst travelling the length and breadth of the
country, from the borders to the Hebrides, I could
not help but feel a deep connection with this land
and its people.
© Dominique Soulard

Dear friends,
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That pull was only strenghtened by the opportunity to
learn Gaelic singing and traditions, thanks to funding
from our Québec Arts Council. To this day, it is a passion
that I carry with me.
The link is perhaps natural. Whether it is historical
or cultural, our two nations have been intertwined,
one would argue, since the Auld Alliance. So it is to
no surprise that Scotland is one of the most popular
destinations for Québec’s artists when visiting the
British Isles!

Nadine Girault
Minister of International Relations and La Francophonie

Being back in Edinburgh this August is a reminder of
how bright and vibrant the cultures of our peoples are!
For the whole month, I will be supporting our artists,
and will be available to meet and further to discuss
projects, and to open doors to new opportunities!
Looking forward to see you on the mile!
Ingried Boussaroque
Director for Culture
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Time
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Les Foutoukours

Brotipo

Assembly George Square

11:55

August 4-15,
17-22, 24-29

Cirque Alfonse

Animal

Underbelly’s Circus Hub
on the Meadows

16:25

August 6-9, 1114, 16-21, 23-27

Dion Owen

Cyclopath

Laughing Horse@ City Café

21:35

August 4-28

Fab La Roche-Francoeur

Fab: Funny Stand-Up for Sad People,
Sad Songs for Funny People

TheSpace@ Surgeons Hall

23:25

August 5-13

Of course, it has been a difficult time for artists across the globe. They had to adapt,
move performances online, or retrain. This simply highlights the incredible versatility
and resilience of all of them.

Flip Fabrique

Muse

Assembly Hall, Main Hall

17:20

August 4-7, 9-14,
16-21, 23-28

Matchmaker Theatre
Productions

The Masks of Oscar Wilde

Greenside@ Riddles Court

14:00

August 5-13,
15-20, 22-27

It is with great pride that we congratulate all the Québec artists that will be present at
Edinburgh’s festivals this year. Our team will be hitting the streets of the festival, first
with a grand launch. Also, for all Québec artists, we will be hosting Québec Rendezvous, a quiet space in the heart of the city that programmers, performers and producers
will be welcome to use for meetings.

Evan Desmarais

Come See – Evan Desmarais

Laughing Horse@ Bar 50

20:30

August 4-28

Rotating Canadian
Comedians

We’re Sorry (Best of Canada)

Laughing Horse@
The Three Sisters

18:30

August 4-28

Claude Breton-Potvin
and Chantal Dupuis

Still Life

Online

Whether you fancy a trip to the big top to see some amazing circus, experience a
concert with the finest musicians, or an audience with the best of Québec literature, or
getting your funny bone tickled, there is something for everyone with a taste of Québec.

House of Gahd

Why Gahd WHY?

Online
The Queen’s Hall

11:00

August 22

Myself and the Cultural Team, wishes everyone a fantastic time, and to everyone
returning in the spotlight, a well-deserved mot de Cambronne!

Bernard Labadie

Saul

Usher Hall

19:00

August 24

Yannick Nézet-Séguin and
the Philadephia Orchestra

Mozart Chamber Work

The Queen’s Hall

11:00

August 25

Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony

Usher Hall

20:00

August 25

Philadelphia Orchestra plays
Florence Price

Usher Hall

20:00

August 26

Free Anniversary Concert

TBC

Anne Sofie von Otter sings Schubert
& Rufus Wainwright

The Queen’s Hall

11:00

August 10

Stories of Exile

Wee Red Bar

15:30

August 14

Tell Me of Your Boats and Your Waters
– Where Do They Come From, Where
Do They Go?

Edinburgh Printmakers

18:30

August 2

What a pleasure and joy to finally be back in Edinburgh after
the last two years!
We finally get to share the experience of the festivals in
person; the streets buzzing, the thousands of artists ready
to make their comeback on stage, the audience ready to be transported to a plethora
of worlds. Nothing beats the energy of live performances!

Sincerely,

Artists/Companies
FRINGE

EIF
Bruce Liu

Line Rivard, Agent-General
and the culture team at the Québec Government Office in London.
Anne Sofie von Otter

August 27

BOOK FEST
Kim Thuy
ART FEST
Nadia Myre

Exhibition

July 28-Sept. 18

SPECIAL QUÉBEC EVENTS

Marc-André Boyer, Ingried Boussaroque, Marie Morin and Andrew Bailey.

If you need anymore information for our activities surrounding the festival,
do not hesitate to contact our team at: marc-andre.boyer@mri.gouv.qc.ca.
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Québec Launch @EdFringe

By invitation

Québec Rendez-Vous

Contact us for more
information

10:0017:00

August 4
August 17

Cinars Conference, New perspectives,
vocabularies and concepts for
presenting live performances.

Fringe Central

11:00

August 23

Québec Stand

Industry Trade Fair@
Dance Base

15:30

August 22

Brotipo

Crazy Canadian circus for the young, premiering in Edinburgh after visiting
16 countries. The art of giving each other a chance and collaborating when
the right time comes is what the Brotipos will have to learn! Two clowns
touch the hearts of the audience and make them laugh through their
quarrels, their acrobatics and their lonely moments. A show filled with
handstands, diabolo and a hand-to-hand act that will make you sing and
dance with them! Hilarious and comical, that’s Brotipo. For the young and
old! Winner of eight public choice awards!

tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/brotipo

Les
Foutoukours
Flip Fabrique

© Les Foutoukours

August 4-15, 17-22, 24-29
11:55
Assembly George Square

© Photo

@FRINGE

LES FOUTOUKOURS

CIRQUE ALFONSE
Animal
August 6-9, 11-14, 16-21, 23-27
16:25
Underbelly’s Circus Hub on the Meadows

norden.org/en/funding-opportunities/launch-call-projects-2021-2022cooperation-between-quebec-and-nordic n
quebec.ca/entreprises-et-travailleurs-autonomes/aide-financiere/appels-projetsinternational/quebec-conseil-nordique-ministres
tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/cirque-alfonse-animal
6

Cirque Alfonse

© Rolline Laporte

Cirque Alfonse takes us through a series of surreal farm fables served
up with a touch of irreverence, impressive virtuosity and the company’s
familiar comic touch. In this re-invented agricultural world, the farm is
turned upside down! Yet again, the Cirque Alfonse clan has favoured its
multidisciplinary approach where circus, song, dance and theatre all come
together, driven by original live music... an irresistible mix of trad and soul
that the troupe calls agricultural funk! A production for young and old alike,
Animal is the farm gone haywire!

Muse

What does it mean to be a woman? Muse attempts to answer this
question, circus style! Of course, there’s more than one answer, and
exploring the question calls for some... acrobatics. The show’s collection
of eclectic performers will have to choose between a football uniform
or ballet outfit, but few actually identify with either of these archetypes.
Playing with gender roles, Muse offers up a refreshing view of
contemporary circus. Get ready to see powerful women, graceful men and
every permutation in between. Whether wearing high heels or shoulder
pads, the acrobats’ bodies are sure to amaze.
tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/muse

Flip Fabrique

© Emmanuel Buriel

August 4-7, 9-14, 16-21, 23-28
17:20
Assembly Hall, Main Hall

© Photo

@FRINGE

FLIP FABRIQUE

DION OWEN
Cyclopath
August 4-28
21:35
Laughing Horse @ City Café

tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/cyclopath
8

Dion Owen

© Dion Owen

Dion Owen is a professional comedian and an avid cyclist originally from
a small town in British Columbia, Canada. He now calls Montréal his home.
Recently he filmed his first TV Gala at the Winnipeg Comedy Festival. He’s
toured across Canada on bike and in 2019-2020 completed his largest
cycle/stand up tour consisting of 200 shows, in 10 countries over seven
months. All of which started with a sold-out run of his solo show Cyclopath
at the 2019 Edinburgh Fringe. In 2022 he’s back in Edinburgh with better
material and a better bike!

@FRINGE

FAB LA ROCHE-FRANCOEUR
Fab: Stand-up for sad People,
Sad songs for Funny People
August 5-13
23:25
TheSpace@ Surgeons Hall

Fab La Roche-Francoeur

© Hugo B. Lefort

tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/fab-funny-stand-up-for-sad-people-sad-songsfor-funny-people

© Photo

Comedian Fab La Roche-Francoeur loves the feeling of being surrounded
by an audience laughing at his jokes. But on some lonely nights, when he
gets home after a show, he sits alone in front of his piano and can only
think about sad songs. From family secrets to a song about a shy ghost,
Fab delivers a fresh, honest, sweet and hilarious blend of stand-up and
music. We think this is someone you should meet.

MATCHMAKER THEATRE
PRODUCTIONS
The Mask of Oscar Wilde

cooperation-between-quebec-and-nordic n
quebec.ca/entreprises-et-travailleurs-autonomes/aide-financiere/appels-projetsinternational/quebec-conseil-nordique-ministres
tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/masks-of-oscar-wilde
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Matchmaker Theatre Productions

© Photo

Man of letters. Aesthete. Victorian moralist. Playwright. Oscar Wilde wore
many masks. But as a well–meaning professor and his eager student trace
the life of the legendary writer, it becomes clear there may be more masks
waiting in the shadows. As they dig deeper, we begin to wonder. Are they
hiding something? What if some masks are better left in the shadows?
A test of wits, of “truth”, and an examination of the fabulous and scandalridden
life of Oscar Wilde and the man behind the masks.
norden.org/en/funding-opportunities/launch-call-projects-2021-2022-

© Matchmaker Theatre Productions

August 5-13, 15-20, 22-27
14:00
Greenside@ Riddles Court

Event: res.cthearts.com/event/34:3412/34:59377
tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/come-see-evan-desmarais

facebook.com/Projet.Still.Life

ROTATING CANADIAN
COMEDIANS

HOUSE OF GADH

We’re Sorry
August 4-28
18:30
Laughing Horse@ The Three Sisters
In its 6th year; We’re Sorry! A rotating showcase of Canadian comedians
is in town for the Fringe. Hosted by Evan Desmarais (@EvanComedy).
Past Comedians include Dylan Gott, JJ Whitehead, John Hastings,
Dana Alexander, Erika Ehler and Bobby Mair.

norden.org/en/funding-opportunities/launch-call-projects-2021-2022cooperation-between-quebec-and-nordic n
quebec.ca/entreprises-et-travailleurs-autonomes/aide-financiere/appels-projetsinternational/quebec-conseil-nordique-ministres
tickets.edfringe.com/whats-on/we-re-sorry-best-of-canada
12

© Guillaume Langlois

A site-specific theatrical performance combining
movement and text, featuring two women and two
couches in two different cities. One in Berlin, the
other in Montréal: two performers united through
the magic of video to create clumsy and crazy
choreography. In a seemingly banal space, a surreal
universe appears to offer a comical and absurd look
at the world around us. Claude Breton-Potvin and
Chantal Dupuis are French-Canadian actresses.
Together, they explore how the simple and the
mundane can turn into joy and transcendence.

Why, Gadh, WHY?
by Uma Gahd and Selma Gahd
An interactive, online, drag cabaret exploring fate,
the tarot, and the will of the Gahds! Only the Gahds
can untangle the glittering web of the fates and
save the world!… (or your love life, or whatever…)
Language: Performed in English with some spoken
text in French (English subtitles provided).

withkoji.com/@HouseOfGahd

© Matt Ayotte

This is Evan’s return to the UK after being stuck in Australia for the bulk of
the pandemic. After a hard couple of years, this time-tested comedian will
be weaving seamlessly between jokes, crowd work and improvised rants.
Every show is unique, impulsive and in the moment. You’re not going to
want to miss this.

Still Life

© Photo

August 4-28
20:30
Laughing Horse @ Bar 50

© Photo

@FRINGE

Come See

CLAUDE BRETON-POTVIN
AND CHANTAL DUPUIS

@FRINGE ONLINE

EVAN DESMARAIS

August 2nd
18:30
Edinburgh Printmakers

July 28-September 18
Exhibition		

Edinburgh Art Festival and Edinburgh Printmakers present newly
commissioned work from Montréal-based artist Nadia Myre responding to
the 200th anniversary of the Union Canal.
The project – across print, installation and sound – explores reference
points spanning Scotland and Canada, migratory routes started on the
canal, indigenous story-telling, archival research methods, pattern, prose
and song. The artist’s research began with the encounter of Tales Of
Nanabozho in a local library in Montréal – a book published in 1964 by
Scottish-born émigré Dorothy Marion Reid after moving to Canada, who
recounts stories of Nanabozho, a prominent trickster character to the
Anishinaabe, provoking questions of authorship and voice reverberating
into the present. As an Algonquin member of the Kitigan Zibi Anishinabeg
First Nation, Myre’s work sited alongside the canal and in Gallery 2 at
Edinburgh Printmakers brings to the fore the decolonial impulse inherent
in the artist’s practice, imprinting and entangling materials with meaning.

Stories of Exile
August 14
15:30
Wee Red Bar
Meet citizens of exile in two startlingly topical novels
about the traumas of displacement. Serbian writer
and poet Vesna Goldsworthy follows a daughter of
the elite from a Soviet satellite state to London in
the 1980s. But freedom swiftly leads to heartbreak in
Iron Curtain. Kim Thúy’s Em is a sensitive portrait of
children swept up in the Vietnam War. The two come
together to explore departure and belonging with
poet Heather H Yeung.
About Kim Thuy:
Thúy was born in 1968 into war-torn Vietnam. As a
child her family made the heart-wrenching decision
to leave their home in Saigon and take the troubled
journey to a refugee camp in Malaysia before
eventually emigrating to Québec, Canada.

14

edbookfest.co.uk/the-festival/whats-on/vesna-goldsworthy-kim-thuystories-of-exile

@BOOK FEST

Thúy has worked as a seamstress, restaurant owner,
interpreter and lawyer, but she now resides in
Montréal where she devotes her time to her writing.
Ru has won a series of awards including the 2010
Governor General’s Literary Award for Best Fiction,
and has been published in 20 countries.

norden.org/en/funding-opportunities/launch-call-projects-2021-2022cooperation-between-quebec-and-nordic n
quebec.ca/entreprises-et-travailleurs-autonomes/aide-financiere/appels-projetsinternational/quebec-conseil-nordique-ministres
edinburghartfestival.com/event/nadia-myre-in-conversation

© Photo

Tell Me of Your Boats and Your Waters –
Where Do They Come From, Where Do They Go?

KIM THÚY &
VESNA GOLDSWORTHY

© Photo

@ART FEST

NADIA MYRE

PROGRAMME
LISTING INSTITUT FRANÇAIS

INSTITUT FRANÇAIS

Our Vive le Fringe ! 2022 programme celebrates and promotes France’s official
participation in the Fringe Festival by further highlighting our Franco-Scottish
Texte
venir
culturalà relations.
This year, discover Scottish artists singing in French, Francophone
comedians performing in English, French choreographer partnering with local
talents - you will find everything to celebrate cross-cutural exchanges!

Texte à venir

VIVE FUNK
jesse rae

aug 6-8
20:30 | 5+

Would you date someone who is doing porn?

S-EX-IETY
purple soup
crew, asbl

BAMBOOZLED
sonia killmann
& constant vigier

THEATRE

PARIS: FROM
PIAF TO POP!
christine bovill

20:30 | 14+

DANCE
Visit our website
for info and tickets

20:30 | 5+

VENUE 168

+44 (0) 131 285 60 30

aug 10-17

aug 18-22, 24-28

5-29 AUGUST 2022
16

18:00 | 12+

MUSIC

15:00 | 16+

West Parliament Square
Edinburgh, EH1 1RF

aug 5-9, 11-14, 16-22, 24-27

MUSIC

aug 5-14, 16-22, 24-27

VIVE LE
FRINGE!

STEVENSONGS
fergessen,
company bvzk

MUSIC
tickets.edfringe.com
@InstitutFrancaisEcosse
@ifecosse
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A taste of Quebec chez vous
Critically-acclaimed cinema

CONFERENCE
BY CINARS

Addictive series

August 23
11:00 - 12:30
Venue: Fringe Central
New perspectives, vocabularies and
concepts for presenting live performances.
The pandemic and new ways of working
in its wake have caused us to question
our perspectives and strategies, ideas
and relationships. While much about the
future is still unknown, we will attempt to
share and discuss some of the trends and
understandings that are emerging post
pandemic and how they might influence
the way we think about our plans for the
future and how our sector operates beyond
this point.

Inspirational lifestyle

tv5mondeplus.com

Insights you
can act on
Founded in Québec in 1976, CGI is now
among the largest IT and business
consulting services firms in the world.
We are insights-driven and outcomesbased to help clients accelerate returns
on their investments. Across hundreds
of locations worldwide, we provide
comprehensive, scalable and sustainable
IT and business consulting services that
are informed globally and delivered locally.
Find out more at:
www.cgi.com

100% free

On all devices

Subtitled

Download the app
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CGI is honoured to
support Québec culture.

@EIF

BRUCE LIU
Muse
August 22
11:00
The Queen’s Hall
For his Edinburgh International Festival debut, Bruce Liu brings together
music to astound and to captivate. Liszt’s grand fantasy on Mozart’s Don
Giovanni pushes its pianist to their limits with its breath-taking technical
demands – and concentrates all the drama of Mozart’s opera into a brief
piano work. No less virtuosic is Ravel’s exquisite Miroirs, five beguiling
musical meditations on the natural world.

eif.co.uk/events/bruce-liu

© Wojciech Grzdziski

Liu opens his recital with a selection of elegant yet vivid character pieces
by Rameau, and the delicacy and tenderness of Chopin’s own witty
reimaginings of a Mozart aria.

Bruce Liu

BERNARD LABADIE
Saul
August 24
19:00
Usher Hall

21

Saul is an opera in all but name, containing some of the composer’s most
vivid music, and one of the largest, most colourful orchestrations he ever
wrote. It tells of the first King of Israel’s early admiration and later envy
and hatred towards his successor, David, and David’s love for Saul’s son
Jonathan, in moving arias and powerful choruses that chart a cathartic
journey from triumph to tragedy.
eif.co.uk/events/saul
20

Bernard Labadie

© Dario Acosta

Neal Davies takes the title role in Handel’s Saul, joining Iestyn Davies,
and exemplary period-instrument orchestra The English Concert under
conductor Bernard Labadie for one of the true masterpieces of Baroque
vocal music.

@EIF

YANNICK NÉZET-SÉGUIN
August 25
Mozart’s Chamber Work
11:00 – The Queen’s Hall

August 25
Beethoven’s ninth Symphony
20:00 – Usher Hall

August 26
The Philadelphia Orchestra plays
Florence Price
20:00 – The Queen’s Hall

August 27
Free Anniversary Concert
Booking Online

One of America’s most accomplished, exciting musical ensembles,
The Philadelphia Orchestra, led by the brilliant conductor Yannick NézetSéguin, takes up residence at the Edinburgh International Festival across
four concerts, demonstrating its renowned versatility and the stunning
breadth of its music-making.

eif.co.uk/events/mozart-chamber-works n eif.co.uk/events/beethovens-ninthsymphony n eif.co.uk/events/florence-prices-first-symphony n
eif.co.uk/events/free-anniversary-concert#booking-info

© Todd Rosenberg

With two concerts in the Usher Hall, another showcasing some of
its exceptional players in The Queen’s Hall, and a special outdoor concert,
the Orchestra brings its famously glamorous sound to Edinburgh for
the first time since 2010.

Yannick Nézet-Séguin

ANNE SOFIE VON OTTER SINGS
SCHUBERT & RUFUS WAINWRIGHT
August 10
11:00
The Queen’s Hall
23

She is joined by New York’s vibrant Brooklyn Rider string quartet,
themselves famed for their genre-straddling crossovers,
in a concert blending music by Schubert and iconic singer-songwriter
Rufus Wainwright, also the composer of two operas.

eif.co.uk/events/anne-sofie-von-otter-brooklyn-rider
22

Anne Sofie Von Otter

© Mats Backer
© Elias Djemi-Mattassov

Swedish mezzo soprano Anne Sofie von Otter is one of the most
respected singers of her generation, celebrated across the world’s opera
stages and concert halls for the precision and care of her performances,
and the sweetness of her voice.

O
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Even more Quebec content

Cinema + Series + Lifestyle + ... On-demand. For free.
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